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Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  13:03:33  

Was Dusty godmother to her former Lana Sister Lynne Abrams' baby?
(I was certain I remembered a photo of them in Lucy O'Brien's book but when I
looked yesterday it wasn't there!)

Did Dusty have any other godchildren and did she ever refer to this role in her life?

Tom Lovett
Little by little

United Kingdom
944 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  13:14:28  

Wasn't Dusty Godmother to Pat Rhodes son?

Tom

In sparkle gown, perfection, spinning impossible arcs of vibrato through smouldering
waves of invisible sound.

Corinna
Forum Admin

Sweden
6080 Posts

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  13:23:21    

I know what picture you're talking about Clive, with Dusty holding the baby's hand
(who's on the mother's arm). Not sure where it was published though.

Maybe she wasn't the best of examples as a godmother, but she could tell good
stories for sure!

Cor xx

daydreamer
Moderator

Posted - 03/12/2009 :  14:36:14  

The picture is in the first edition of The Complete DS but it doesn't actually say Dusty
was godmother, just that it was taken at the christening. She is godmother to Pat's
son Lee and a couple of years ago, Pat said she was sure Lee was Dusty's only
godchild. Not that that necessarily means he was! It's just that Pat didn't of any
others.

Carole x
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United Kingdom
5404 Posts

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

dusty_freak
I’ve got a good thing

Australia
5805 Posts

Posted - 04/12/2009 :  08:25:02    

I would looooooove Dusty as a godmother!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Clive
I’ll try anything

1455 Posts

Posted - 05/12/2009 :  10:57:48  

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

The picture is in the first edition of The Complete DS but it doesn't actually say Dusty
was godmother, just that it was taken at the christening. She is godmother to Pat's
son Lee and a couple of years ago, Pat said she was sure Lee was Dusty's only
godchild. Not that that necessarily means he was! It's just that Pat didn't of any
others.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

thanks Carole, so that's where I saw the photo. I must look again at the first edition
as there are some good photos in it that have not turned up elsewhere.

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2009 :  02:26:16    

quote:

Originally posted by dusty_freak

I would looooooove Dusty as a godmother!

Clare xoxo

"You know you've got it if it makes you feel good..."

Seriously, folks, can you picture this? 

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 20/12/2009 :  04:25:41    

I CAN NANCY

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
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USA
5821 Posts

Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 20/12/2009 :  15:13:33    

They are both strong willed ladies. I wonder who would have the upper hand?

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
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